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My experience in the Inter-religious dialogue and living together of 

different Religious communities 

 

 

 

Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

 

Warm greetings to you from the people of Gulbarga diocese, India. I consider it my 

privilege to be here to address this Forum. Hearty thanks to Deacon Martin Brunner-

Artho, Director, Missio, Switzerland who thought of me worthy to share my experience in 

the inter-religious dialogue and living together of different religious communities. Let me 

admit, I am no scholar to present a paper on the topic given to me. I am just a simple 

bishop of a mission diocese in India, and what I speak here is my experience with people 

with whom I live. And therefore, if there are things you do not follow or agree with me, 

kindly bear with me. I am here to share my experience, and also learn from you.  

 

Let me first tell you, I am proud to be an Indian, to be part of a rich cultural and spiritual 

heritage of my motherland. Unity in diversity has always prevailed in this land. The country 

is birth place of the world known religions like Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, Sikh, Bahai 

and various religious revival movements, a land of renowned thinkers, philosophers and 

poets (Swamy Vivekanananda, Dr Radhakrishnan, Aurobindo, Krishnamuthy, 

Rabindranath Tagore), scientists (Dr CV Raman, Jagdish Chandra Bose, Dr Abdul 

Kalam), philanthropists and economists (Dr Amarthyasen, Mr. Kailas Sathyarthi). Above 

all it is the land that received the Gospel from St Thomas the Apostle, evangelized by St 

Francis Xavier, and of course land of St Mother Theresa of Kolkotta, a world famous saint 

of our own time. The catholic church in India consisting of 172 dioceses with three sui- 

juris churches: Latin (132), Syro Malabar (29), and Syro Malankara (11) is very actively 

involved in the Evangelisation work all over the country. We Christians are proud of our 

own spiritual heritage and our own ten Indian saints. We feel proud of our country for its 

contribution to the world knowledge and resources in all the fields. It is a country that has 

welcomed Christians, Muslims, Jews, Parsees and others, all of whom are well accepted 

and integrated into the main stream. People of different religious, language and ethnic 
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background speaking over 500 languages and dialects living together as people of a great 

nation! A miracle indeed!    Isn’t it? 

 

Before I begin to speak on dialogue , I would like to stress on how we understand dialogue 

and the mind of the church on Dialogue. I would like to stress on the importance of respect 

for religious freedom the Synod Fathers spoke of, and that which is viewed as a 

fundamental human right. This includes “the freedom to choose the religion which one 

judges to be true and manifest one’s belief in public”. I also place before you one or two 

important numbers where the Holy Father Pope Francis is speaking to us in Evanglii 

Gaudium on Dialogue.  

 

“Evangelization also involves the path of dialogue. For the church today, three areas of 

dialogue stand out where she needs to be present in order to promote full human 

development and to pursue the common good: dialogue with states, dialogue with society 

– including dialogue with cultures and sciences – and dialogue with other believers who 

are not part of the catholic church. “ EG 238 

 

“Inter-religious dialogue is a necessary condition for peace in the world, and so it is a duty 

for Christians as well as other religious communities. This dialogue is in the first place a 

conversation about human existence or simply, as the bishops of India have put it, “a 

matter of being open to them, sharing their joys and sorrows” In this way we learn to 

accept others and their different ways of living, thinking and speaking. We can then join 

one another in taking up the duty of serving justice and peace, which should become a 

basic principle of all our exchanges. A dialogue which seeks social peace and justice is 

in itself…an ethical commitment which brings about a new social situation….” EG 250 

 

Now a brief introduction of the diocese I come from. Not long ago, Pope Benedict XVI 

erected it Gulbarga diocese on 24th June 2005 appointing me as the first bishop. The 

diocese was carved out of 4 northern civil districts of Karnataka state in southern India, 

namely, Gulbarga (Kalaburagi), Bidar, Yadgir and Vijayapura. Area wise, we are a large 

diocese covering an area of around 32’157 sq. km, an area that is 3/4th of Switzerland. 

But number wise we are a small flock of just 8000 people.  
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Popularly known as the Hyderabad- Karnataka region, the diocese area is known to be 

the most backward area of the region, and therefore, after a long struggle it is given some 

special privileges under Article 371 of the constitution of India. The diocese is total 

population of 6.75 million people. Religion wise 78% are Hindus, 16% Muslims and 2.3 

% Christians and remaining are others. The catholic community constitutes only 0.1 % 

(around 8000) of the total population. The most beautiful thing to be said about our 

diocese is that it is a vibrant mission diocese.  

 

There are no major industries in this area except a few cement industries and a number 

of small industries (Dal Mills). 90% of the people depend on agricultural work which 

means a low income for the people and the work is only seasonal. The area is a draught 

prone area and in the years when the rains fail, people migrate to neighbouring towns 

and cities in search of work. More than the religion, it is caste system that divides the 

society. By and large, people of all religions live together in peace and harmony. 

 

If people live in Peace and harmony, why do you need Dialogue ?, you may ask. Dialogue 

is a necessity when our relationships are strained or broken, and no longer are able to 

look at each other with love. Dialogue is a necessity when there is a feeling within us that 

I am superior to others, that I am wrong and others are not right. Dialogue is a necessity 

when there is oppression, indifference and cold war between two individuals, people, or 

nations. Yes ! Dialogue is a necessity where there is doubt, suspicion, mistrust, 

misunderstanding, silence, indifference even as life goes on smoothly without a open 

conflict. But one day will soon come when there will be eruption. 

 

In India, even though there is an atmosphere of tolerance and by and large people live in 

peace, I see  there are three major challenges and threats to peace and harmony in thee 

society. They are : 

1. Unequal distribution of wealth leading to poverty and misery of life. 

2. The Caste system of the Hindu religion giving a religious sanction to the division 

of the society based on the Caste and Creed. 

3. Rising fundamentalism and communalism in the country 

How does Gulbarga diocese respond to this situation ? 
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It was in 1982 when I was just 4 years a priest my bishop, the bishop of Mangalore (late 

bishop Basil S D’Souza) asked me to be a pioneer missionary to Bidar district, a place 

1000 km away from the diocese, a place where most people do not know Jesus at all. 

Even though I had a desire to be a missionary in the diocese of Mangalore, I never 

imagined I would be called to go out of the diocese as a missionary and be a pioneer of 

a new mission enterprise. It is not without difficulty that I accepted the offer as a call from 

God. I went to Bidar, a place and its people absolutely unknown to me. I am ever grateful 

to my Bishop who accompanied me to the mission and stayed with me, resting on the 

floor for three days and nights as I had nothing else to offer him. I remembered this is 

how the missionaries from Europe went to the far East or American continents and lived 

there in the olden days entirely trusting in the Lord. A self-emptying and absolute trust in 

God’s love and care is the first step in realizing God’s plan in any mission.  We faced it 

all with joy. Did anyone ever imagined that the work that began with just a handful of 

Christians in Bidar in June 1982 would one day become a diocese? But that was God’s 

plan.  

 

It is also my experience that while doing the mission God is always going ahead of you 

to prepare the hearts of the people. Yes! He reaches the place he wants to evangelize 

before you! This is what I experienced when I went to Bidar. Even though I had no 

experience in mission work, I found people in the new place were good, warm and 

affectionate. They welcomed us warmly and received us in their homes. We were 

surprised to meet many people who were already evangelized by the Methodist 

missionaries and other missionaries. They were like sheep without a shepherd. They 

started inviting us to their villages. They were pleasantly surprised and overjoyed to meet 

the priests and nuns leaving their home land and coming to serve them. We shared their 

life in all ways possible becoming poor with the poor and identifying ourselves with them 

in every way possible. They just could not believe there is a church, the catholic church 

with priests and sisters who devote their entire life for the service of the lord.   They 

considered the catholic church as the true church and called it the mother church. 

 

We accepted them as our own not knowing one day they would be the witnessing 

community evangelizing others in turn and a diocese would be established. They were 

very poor, socially and economically, and all other people too, were like them. Soon we 
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learnt, our mission as expressed by Jesus in Lk 4.18-19 “The Spirit of the Lord is upon 

me, because he has anointed me to bring glad timings to the poor, He has sent me to 

proclaim liberty to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go 

free, and to proclaim a year acceptable to the Lord” is much more than merely adding 

numbers  to our fold. It was necessary to work for them and set them free from all social 

and economic bondages. I am sure you consider India, once a poor country is now 

growing as a super power in South-Asia. But all of you may not be not aware of the fact 

that there is still a lot of poverty in India. 50% of the people still live below poverty line 

without the basic facilities like housing, food and employment. It is a country where 20% 

of the people share 80% of the national wealth and 80% of the people have to be satisfied 

with just 20% of the national resources. Such is unfortunately the development model of 

our country. 

 

We found most people no matter what religion they belonged to, were suffering from 

social and economic bondage. There were also a large number of people who were out 

cast from the society. Discerning God’s will, we opened our door to all the poorest of the 

poor, irrespective of caste and religion. We opted to work for all, especially for women 

and children as they were the worst affected lot in the society. As we started to work 

among them, their decision to rise and work for their own development was our strength 

and hope of the development of the entire family, and eventually the society. 

 

Even though they hesitated initially to cooperate with us due to fear and doubt because 

of the anti-Christian propaganda of the Hindu communal groups, soon they came to know 

our way of life and our selfless service. They joined the SHG (Self Help Groups) 

movement and took bold steps towards their development. We considered everyone as 

our brothers and sisters and reached out to them in all their problems and struggles. And 

God always sent the right persons at the right time to carry forward this work and progress 

day by day. Non-Christian too joined us without any hesitation as our staff members. 

 

Making Jesus’ Vision of the Kingdom our own, continuing our care for the people who 

accepted Jesus as their Lord and Saviour, we embraced everyone from among the poor, 

irrespective of caste and creed as God’s children and worked for their uplift. Just as the 

Lord travelled across the land of the gentiles, our priests, sisters and lay staff walked into 
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the lanes and by lanes where the poor lived in villages. As a result of our hard and 

persevering work, today we have over a thousand Self Help Groups and over 15’000 

women organized under these units all of whom are taking bold steps for their own 

development and also the development of the society. Besides discussing the issues 

related to their economic development in these groups, we make every effort to inculcate 

in them values of the Kingdom, equality of religions, Human Rights, Fundamental Rights 

enshrined in our constitution, fight against child marriage, dowry system, and other social 

evils. It is here, in accompanying them in their difficult journey of life standing for justice 

and truth that we bear a prophetic witness to our Lord. And people of all religions or caste 

stand together for their social and economic development. We educate and encourage 

them to participate in local governance, in village Panchayats. (Village Panchayat means 

the small unit of 4 villages, of about 4000 people, marked for governance by an elected 

local body. We also educate them on health, hygiene and child care. As a result of all our 

work the women are able to fight for their rights and make the corrupt government 

departments to work for the people in honesty.   Likewise, we have also taken up the 

cause of the children and youth and adults in a similar way. Children, youth and men 

group leaders are able to demand their rights and benefits from the government officials.  

 

In all these movements and activities besides obtaining their rights and benefits, it is 

important to note that people forget the issue of caste and religion and become one for 

the cause of welfare of all people. This is what the Holy Father Pope Francis said in the 

second quote above: “…This dialogue is in the first place a conversation about human 

existence or simply, as the bishops of India have put it, “a matter of being open to them, 

sharing their joys and sorrows” In this way we learn to accept others and their different 

ways of living, thinking and speaking. We can then join one another in taking up the duty 

of serving justice and peace, which should become a basic principle of all our exchanges”.  

 

What surprises and moves people in their heart is the dedication, selfless service and 

sacrifice priests and sisters make in the mission. Quite often we hear a good word of 

praise and gratitude from the people for priests and sisters working for the social uplift of 

people, for teachers, for those serving in the hospitals as doctors and nurses and for 

those doing several kinds of humanitarian work, the care of the sick, the destitute, aged 

and the dying. With heart filled with gratitude they will say- “No one else can do the work 
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you do, and as you do… you only are our God/Goddess”. Yes! People see God in you 

when you are filled with pure and selfless love that is a result of deep God experience. 

Something that enables you to face all challenges, opposition, insults and hurts and still 

remain serene and calm. This is how St Theresa of Kolkotta became a mother to all 

Indians and Sr Rani Maria becomes a blessed in the hearts of the people she served. 

 

Our fight against the growing fundamentalism :  Besides the said activities, we focus on 

establishing  Inter- Religious Forums for Peace and Harmony, for Human Rights in as 

many places as possible in the diocese and hold regular meetings of people stressing on 

the need of Peace and Harmony, Human Rights and other social causes.  

 

We make it point to celebrate at least one feast of different religions giving a good 

message to the public to learn the values and beliefs of other faiths. When Religious 

leaders of all communities attend these meetings, their coming together itself is a powerful 

message to the people to respect each other’s religions, beliefs and love one another. It 

is unfortunate, these days fundamentalism is growing in the country with our government 

itself supporting the ‘Hindutva’ agenda of the communal forces.  

 

We have a mission centre where our priests and sisters voluntarily took up vegetarian 

meals just to make people who are vegetarians feel comfortable with us. 

 

We have a practise of inviting people of all religions, at least the religious leaders, to our 

celebrations at the feast, Christmas and other major events. We never have a festival 

without their participation. We too are invited by them for their celebrations. 

 

Conclusion: It is important to note people in India are basically religious and social. The 

spiritual persons and things always attract them. It is heartening to see sometimes Hindus 

celebrating Moharram, a Muslim feast, Christians celebrating Diwali, and Hindus 

celebrating Christmas. It is not uncommon that people of various religions visit Christian 

churches and shrines, so also Hindus visiting Muslim Darga even in towns and cities. The 

situation may differ from place to place. But it is important that an attitude of openness in 

truth and in love must be the character and strength of our dialogue 
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As good Christians, we must be promoting dialogue and friendship with people of other 

religions and drive away all prejudices and suspicion. It is also necessary we study 

different religious beliefs, develop a high esteem for them and respect them even if they 

are not convincing or reasonable. It is necessary we step into their homes whenever 

possible to give them a surprise, enjoy their hospitality, remain united with them in all 

the joys and sorrows. This is the dialogue of life we can always have. 

 

What people seek anywhere in the world is the experience of the Divine, a true God 

experience which they accept it in any person whatever religion he/she belongs to. 

Therefore, as missionaries it is absolutely important that we remain faithful to the Lord’s 

teaching, deeply spiritual, genuine and self-less and the people will surround you. That is 

the point of dialogue where people with humility come to you pleading you to tell of Jesus 

and teach them to be like you.  

 

+  Robert Miranda 

  Gulbarga, INDIA 


